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Introducing                                             
Traceable communication & care management for SNFs

TriageTRACE is a customizable smart phone based 
platform that provides a paperless, efficient commu-
nication between CNAs, Nurses, Doctors and Facility 
administrators to observe change in conditions and 
follow appropriate carepaths to make informed deci-
sions for minimizing hospital readmissions in SNFs.

A Digital SNF 2.0 Platform
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Features of 

Decision Tree
Decision Tree flows triggered by the application resulting in 
alert mechanism for the Nurses and Doctors to act on.

Easy to use mobile app
Mobile phone based application for CNAs Nurses and Doctors 
caring for seniors in SNFs, mLTCs, Hospice. 

Notifications
Color coded notifications for easy understanding of the state 
of communication forms like S&W, SBAR.

Improved Communication
Doctors and Nurses have access to a history of S&W and 
SBAR forms to help make informed decisions, which in turn 
leads to minimization of unnecessary hospital readmissions.

Deployment
Customizable, HIPAA compliant, OEM implementation, to 
integrate with existing SNF IT infrastructure.

Admin interface
Browser based interface to administrate the system and get 
access to reports.
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- How it Works

Facility Staff
 - Registers Resident
 - Resident History
 - Reports

CNA
 - Fills S&W
 - Responds to S&W

Admin
 - Staff Management
 - Analytics / Reports

Nurse
 - Fills SBAR
 - Responds to  
   S&W / SBAR

Doctor
 - Responds to Nurse
 - Responds to 
   Follow ups

Admit resident thru admin interface

Mobile interface for CNA, Nurse and 
Doctor

CNA uses mobile interface to observe 
changes in resident and fills the S&W (Stop 
and Watch)

Nurse uses mobile interface to detail the 
observation using the SBAR.

Nurse/Doctors are notified on their mobile 
phones to bring the condition of the resi-
dent to their attention, for follow up action.

Doctor looks at the history of SBAR forms 
for the resident in order to make an 
informed decision to recommend further 
course of action.


